
Workshops and Seminars
- Marketing Project Update
- Marketing to Architects with Roy Manion
- Mark-up and Profit with Michael Stone
- Traceability, presented by Ecotrust, Can your log and timber project 
   source be traced to the source?
- Log Wall Testing Results and Recommendations
- Timber Framer Apprenticeship - A representitive from the Timber       
  Framers Guild will be on hand to discuss the Guild training program
- Log Builder Apprenticeship - update and program change 
  recommendations, with Cory Williams - ITA, Walter Bramslaven 
- Supplier Trade Show Displays and Demonstrations ongoing 
throughout
  the conference.
- Fundraising auction Saturday evening

Registration includes:
- All meals: Friday-dinner; Saturday-breakfast, lunch and dinner; 
   Sunday-brunch
- Admission to the supplier Trade Show
- All workshops and seminars
* Accommodations not included, please book your reservations by 
December 31, 2012 by calling the Quaaout Lodge, 1-800-663-4303

Be sure and reserve February 1st, 2nd, and 3rd for the 16th Annual BC Log & Timber Building Industry 
Association - Annual Conference and AGM. 
An all day workshop Friday February 1, 2013 kicks off our 16th Annual Conference and AGM:
Fundamentals of Intricate Roof Math with Oliver Tritten - Log Builders and Timber Framers involved in laying out roof 
structures won’t want to miss this full day workshop being facilitated by Timber Framer Oliver Tritten. Participants will 
learn to layout and calculate standard rafter, hip and valley. Using wood pieces, scaled 1:10, Oliver will take participants 
step by step to find the angles; calculate and mark the wood components. At the end of this workshop, participants will 
be able to complete simple roof layouts using a master angle finder and will take away from the workshop formulas and 
examples to use on the worksite. 
Main conference registration, Friday February 1, 2013 at 5:00 pm.  Conference activities run Friday evening thru to 1:00 
pm Sunday afternoon. 
Visit our new website www.bclogandtimberbuilders.com to download your complete registration package.
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Do you have a story to tell or 
information to pass on? Please contact 
the BC LTBIA office. We are interested 
in your experiences in massive wood 
construction, announcements, and 

classifieds

We can also help you reach all the 
BC Log and Timber Builders. 
Advertise in our 2013 Issues. 

Contact us at info@logbuilders.net 
for rates and details.

Apprenticeship Program to be updated
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The BC LTBIA has received funding from the Industry Training 
Authority to update the Log Builder Apprenticeship Program.  The work 
is focusing on streamlining the technical training to better address 
the core technical skills and knowledge; remove components that 
are not required to be taught in a classroom setting and shortening 
the technical training components to better meet the needs of 
apprentices and their employers.  Board Member Wally Bramsleven of 
Sitka Log Homes is heading up this committee and will be presenting 
recommended revisions and delivery models to BC builders at the BC 
LTBIA 16th Annual Conference February 1, 2 and 3, 2013. If you are 
interested in helping with this important work, contact the BC LTBIA 
Office at info@logbuilders.net The BC LTBIA thanks Cory Williams of 
the Industry Training Authority for her support of the BC Log Builder 
Apprenticeship Program.

The new BC LTBIA website has been launched. 
www.bclogandtimberbuilders.com features an updated look and state 
of the art search engine optimization. The site will increase BC LTBIA 
members’ presence in the global marketplace and is expected to 
increase sales leads for the industry. Members now have the ability to 
update their individual listing and photos, post to the notice board and 
access past newsletter listings and published research reports. Builder 
and Supplier listings on the Web Site are a benefit of membership in the 
BC LTBIA.  To become a member and receive the full benefits of web 
exposure on www.bclogandtimberbuilders.com contact the BC LTBIA at 
info@logbuilders.net 

The BC LTBIA is researching employee benefit programs for BC builders 
and their employees.  Small to medium size building operations have the 
added challenge of obtaining cost effective benefit programs for their 
workers.  By sourcing an industry based benefit program, the BC LTBIA 
intends to offer members and their employees the ability to participate 
in an industry specific benefit program that may include extended health 
coverage for prescription medications, physiotherapy, chiropractic and 
massage services; long term disability insurance; life insurance; dental 
and eye care; and registered retirement savings plans.  A survey of 
members and their needs will be completed in January 2013 to assess 
the viability of offering a benefit program with the results and potential 
program announced at the BC LTBIA 16th Annual Conference, February 
1, 2 and 3, 2013. 

Employee Benefit Program

BC LTBIA Website Launched

The BC LTBIA needs video footage and still photos to turn the audio file 
on our new website into a full video presentation. Members are invited 
to submit video clips and still photos for inclusion in the presentation. 
If you have still photographs or vidio clips that you are willing to share 
to promote the industry, please contact info@logbuilders.net to discuss 
possible inclusion of your photos and video clips that show:
- forest scenes, timber harvesting, and reforest activities; 
- finished log and timber projects; 
- production work in progress; 
- workers working in the trade.

Video Clips and Photos Needed



Dietrich’s Log & Timber Frame Software Update Training
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Want to continue to receive the BC Log & Timberframers News?
Renew your 2013 BC LTBIA Membership by contacting 

info@logbuilders.net

Over the past years, the BC Log and Timber Building Industry Association has worked to help 
their members stay on top of challenges and opportunities in the industry by investigating 
market trends, investing in Life Cycle Analysis research, gaining consumer market intelligence, 
and promoting the sector as a whole. 

Finding innovative ways to support our members meet their business goals has been a focus. 
Throughout 2012  the association has collaborated with Ecotrust Canada to explore the potential 
of forest traceability to enhance our members’ marketing efforts, and better tell the stories of 
our products from the forest of origin to a client’s building site. 

Log and timber home clients are known to care about the craftsmanship and story behind the 
building of their house. Forest traceability equips member businesses with the ability to communicate those stories in a 
unique way. 

The concept is quite simple: build a process so that clients can easily access engaging information about the forest of 
origin and people who added value along the way. It is about recording the story of the house from the stump, and 
providing an easy way for clients to share the story of their house with friends and family for generations to come.
Starting this fall, Moore Log and Timber Homes and Zirnhelt Timber Frames agreed to be the pilot users on behalf of our 
industry group and inform the development of the approach and website (www.thisforest.info), which is in an R&D stage 
throughout 2013. 

While the interface will improve over time, the basic concept will remain. By navigating to 
www.thisforest.info and typing a product’s unique trace code, or simply scanning a QR code 
that is engraved directly into a wooden plaque that goes in the home, clients will learn the 
journey of their home from the forest of origin to the day they take ownership. Stories, images, 
video and information can be uploaded with your business and the product in a way that has 
never before been available. Connected to social media, consumers can share the story of 
their home with their social network, increasing referrals for your business.  Company-branded 
coffee table books telling the same story in print at low cost are in concept stage as well. The 
thisforest team will be on hand to discuss progress on the initiative at our AGM, but if you are 
curious try it yourself! Go to www.thisforest.info and type in trace code F1005000, or scan the 
QR code above.

Version 12 update training for Dietrich’s software will be offered on February 3 & 4, immediately following the BC LTBIA’s 
conference at the Quaaout Lodge near Chase, BC.

We invite all who attend the conference to join a presentation of recent projects by Dietrich’s clients on Sunday, February 
3rd between 2:30 PM and 3:30 PM. The update training will begin at 4 PM until 7 PM. This will be geared towards 
Dietrich’s clients, but we welcome anyone that is interested in Dietrich’s software. 

Daniel Depoe, Dietrich’s sales representative for western North America, recently attended update training at Dietrich’s 
head office in Germany. He will continue the update training for Dietrich’s clients on Monday between 8 AM and 5 PM. 
For this session there is a fee of $100.00 for the first participant from each company and a $50.00 fee for each additional 
company employee. Clients will receive an early Version 12 update in January, to ensure they have it on their laptop. 
Be sure to bring your Dietrich’s hardlock to the training. For those who are deciding if they will update to Version 12, a 
temporary code will be provided for the training session.

How can forest traceability benefit log and timber homes marketing?



A Vision of Energy Conservation and Log Homes                                         

The impact of changing building codes has been debated over the past year with strenuous 
efforts invested in the issues of energy conservation and fire and life safety.  The log standard, 
ICC400, was revised and published as ICC400-2012, including some responses to the energy 
issues - notably correcting the thermal mass section and adding prescriptive path option to the 
IECC.  In addition, life cycle assessment (LCA) work was completed by the BC Log & Timber 
Industry while ICC700 National Green Building Standard proposals enhancing LCA were passing 
committee action.  Yet, with this progress, the question remains:  How will log home companies 
change their business and/or product to stay alive today, next year, and in five years? 

In today’s world of sound bites and Twitters, it is a struggle to reduce an answer down to a bite 
or Tweet.  This discussion simply has too many variables.  A satisfactory response is more like 
the decision tree of a 9-1-1 call.  An executive summary that covers the whole story is 10-pages 
long.  Having said this, a suitable reply that helps the industry is still relevant.  Individual companies will generate their 
particular response, but the formula that follows may put it all in perspective. 

The Question 
When will energy codes stop changing, and what will it mean to the log home industry? 

It would be safe to say that energy codes will never stop changing, but the dramatic impacts may be here already in 
terms of the thermal envelope.  The building energy conservation codes will continue to change and evolve as our society 
develops new products and methods in response to pressures placed upon it.  However, other elements of the building will 
continue to change.  

In 2011, the U.S. Dept. of Energy’s Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy Program reinforced its committment to major 
code development goals to improve the IECC relative to the 2006 edition -- 30% energy savings in the 2012 IECC and 
50% in the 2015 IECC.  DOE noted that the impact of these changes has generated less distinction between the IECC 
and above-code programs like ENERGY STAR®, Challenge Home, and green building programs.  DOE will be looking at 
the thermal envelope, lighting and distribution again to tighten the requirements.  To achieve 50% improvement will also 
require specification of building size and orientation, day lighting and shading techniques, incorporation of renewables, 
appliances (not controlled by ), and quality control issues (refrigerant charging, duct design, thermostat placement, etc.).  
Higher R-values are likely to be a part of the mix. 

The code change process is more complicated than simply changing the IECC.  As late as November 1, 2011, eleven U.S. 
states still had no statewide code, 4 states were at a 2003 IECC level, 9 at the 2006 IECC level, and the rest at the 2009 
or 2012 IECC level.  Log walls have received attention in many of the states that have adopted the more stringent codes.  
This is due to industry activity that must continue. 

The Assumptions 
Looking into the code change crystal ball requires that certain assumptions be taken as truths. 

The Only Constant in the World is Change 
Change from economic / political pressures and other areas influenced by man and nature will continue.  An example 
would be the alert that we are seeing the effects of climate change at a faster rate than expected. 

Ultimately, Fossil Fuels Will Not Be Available 
Eventually the finite supply of oil, coal and natural gas will be depleted except for regions near the source or for buyers 
who can afford it.  Biofuels or other technologies may evolve, but magnetic north seems to point the compass to an all-
electric house.  The goal of tomorrow’s all-electric house is to minimize power demand from lighting, ventilation, heating, 
cooling, and appliances.  The overall demand will be met by small, local photovoltaic, wind-generated, cogeneration, 
hydroelectric, or other off-grid and renewable power source. 

Lower demands also saves water (on average 2 gal./kWh is used to cool power generation equipment).  Conversely, water 
conservation saves power used to pump it and expense in treating it (before and after use).  Water is already a focus for 
conservation, and the tie between water conservation and energy use is real. 

The Thermal Envelope is the Key 
The thermal envelope defines the indoor volume of conditioned space. To maintain the indoor conditioned climate with 
minimal energy consumption requires a “tight” system (seams, butt joints, and termination points) that eliminates air 
intrusion into the system. Air intrusion carries moisture and results in condensation between surfaces. Relying on a single, 
concentrated vapor retarder is not recommended. Seams should be minimized. On multilayer systems, the seams should 
be staggered. 
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A Vision of Energy Conservation and Log Homes - continued 
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Taped seams are only allowed as a complimentary closure system. Thermal envelope performance is rated on: 
 -Thermal conductivity, or k-value 
 -Water vapor transmission (WVT) and absorption properties 
 -Coefficient of thermal expansion 
 -Moisture wicking 
 -Fire and smoke performance 

Did you know that I was talking about refrigeration units?  Didn’t it sound like log walls?  The above was paraphrazed 
from information taken from the National Insulation Association (check out http://www.insulation.org/articles/article.cfm?
id=IO061104). 

More is Better 
Back to the thermal envelope:  What level of insulation is required?  DOE is heading toward the standard established by 
the Passivhaus Institute in Germany.  The report on Passive House by Dovetail Partners Inc. in 2012 listed the official 
criteria for certification by the Passive House Institute U.S. (PHIUS).  This criteria is a relevant target for achieving Net-
Zero building performance.  The energy required is low enough to be supplied by local, renewable sources. 

   1. The building must not leak more air than 0.6 times the house volume per hour (air infiltration and exfiltration is ≤ 0.6   
air changes per hour at 50 Pascals of pressure) 

   2. Specific heating and cooling demand is ≤ 15 kWh per square meter (= 1.39 kWh/sf or 4,756 Btu/sf per year) 
   3. Total building primary energy consumption is ≤ 120 kWh per square meter (= 11.15 kWh/sq. foot or 38,048 Btu/sf 

per year) 
   4. The ventilation system must operate at 75% efficiency or higher and have a low electric consumption of 0.45 Wh/m3. 

Envelope leakage contributes to heating and cooling loads, but let’s assume that item 2 above refers to heat loss as 
reflected by the UA (U-Factor x Area of assembly).  At 4,756 Btu/sf per year, the Btu/hr load (the allowable UA times 
the difference in temperature from indoor to outdoor) is 1,005 for a 2,000 square foot design.  If a home is located in 
Climate Zone 6 with 8,000 Heating Degree Days base 65o-F and an outside design temperature of 11o-F, the required UA 
becomes 17.8.  This equates to an average U-Factor for the thermal envelope of 0.009, or R-112.  Can that be correct?  
Is an R-112 equivalent economically feasible? 

The Answers 
One impact of the code agenda is that if global warming occurs and cold climates become moderate, building to code will 
create health problems due to vapor barrier placement.  That is, of course, not the case with a log wall.  Solid wood walls 
manage the situation naturally regardless of the climate. Super-insulated homes are not new, and “above code” builders 
should be commended for their work.  The real argument is to set the minimum prescriptive code requirements to a level 
that is realistic and effective for each climate zone.  If a 28x52 home (12:12 cathedral roof with half loft) is framed on an 
ICF foundation, what insulation levels would this be to reach a UA of 17.8?  This is a distant reach when you consider that 
the 2012 IECC would require a maximum UA of 268. 

If the 2012 IECC is 30% better than the 2006 edition (UA-308), then the 2015 IECC (at 50% better) might have a 
maximum UA of 191.  The first action is to look at the 2015 target. 

   • The DOE Challenge Home sets glazing requirements at U-0.27.  The IRC calls for 8% of floor area as the minimum for  
     natural light, so 160sf times U-0.27 is a UA of 43.2.  Add two doors at that U-0.27 (UA=11.34) and the openings
     come to a total UA of 54.5. 

   • To reach UA-191 (38% better than the 2006 IECC), the proposed home will have an R-38 ICF (insulated concrete 
     forms) foundation with R-21 in framed walls, 2” rigid insulation wrapping the exterior, and an R49 roof (cavity). 

   • Playing the R-value game, log walls don’t fare well.  Converting the walls to a 7” average thickness and Lodgepole  
     pine logs, the home satisfies the 2006 IECC.  Increasing to a 9” average thickness, the log wall has a U-0.085 and 
     satisfies the 2012 IECC.  To meet the 2015 UA would require a 14” average thickness plus increasing the foundation 
     to R52 and the roof to a continuous R60 (e.g., structural insulated panel). 

NOTE:  The thermal mass factor is applied to the Maximum UA value in REScheck.  It shows the Maximum UA for the 
2012 IECC as 288 vs. the 268 for frame walls -- a 7.5% credit. This might equate to an allowable UA of 205 for mass 
walls in the 2015 IECC too. 



A pertinent response of the log home industry to the question of code change would be two-fold: 

1. Commit to the promote ICC400 Standard on the Design & Construction of Log Structures as “the log building code”. 
Structural evaluation of log walls is already established in the IBC and IRC to be in accordance with ICC400. The 
same approach for thermal evaluation needs to be established in the IECC and all state energy codes/policies. 

2. Commit to above-code programs such as ENERGY STAR®, Challenge Home, LEED-H® and the National Green 
Building Program based on ICC700.  Integrate the advancements in these programs to certify the process.  Currently, 
this means adopting the prescriptive requirements of the 2012 IECC for the thermal envelope.  It also means setting 
a goal to achieve the DOE Challenge Home infiltration limits (3 ACH/50 in Climate Zones 1-3, 2.5 in CZ 4 and 5, 2 in 
CZ 5-7, and 1.5 in CZ 8).   

Discussions of building size, orientation, renewables and passive heating and cooling methods are part of this 
commitment to engage the homebuyer and builder in the design process to achieve these goals. 

The long term answer is to re-engage in research to develop hard data that can be codified and included in the 2017 
edition of the ICC400 log building standard.  Scientists at Forest Products Labs and FPInnovations support the belief that 
large sections of solid wood behave in a different manner than would be predicted by testing to current ASTM standards.  
Wood properties are well established for lumber, but the impact of large timber sections has not been evaluated.  Case in 
point:  At what end and edge distance (without a prebored hole) can driving a spike cause a log to split? The dimensions 
that will help keep lumber and boards from splitting do not accurately apply.  Another case is moisture content, where 
timbers have no minimum requirement in grading standards. 

Beside the question of timber vs. lumber, the existing work on thermal mass was completed to benefit masonry and 
concrete assemblies.  The work was excellent, but the IECC diluted the benefits in 2006 when log walls were merged into 
one mass wall category. Do we really think that an insulated concrete wall performs the same as solid wood?  
There are more factors that are at work, and no one dynamic can be used to answer how solid wood walls perform. The 
world of cross-laminated timber construction may provide an ally in terms of thermal performance of solid wood.  This 
form of wood construction is growing in use in North America. 

A team of researchers is forming to look at this again, but funding is required. Industry support to generate funding 
through grants or other means is critical.  Please contact me with information that may help us obtain it! 

A Vision of Energy Conservation and Log Homes - continued 

Members will receive their 2013 
Membership renewal forms on December 
15, 2012.  To continue to be listed on the 
BC LTBIA Website and receive the full 
benefits of membership, dues are payable 
by January 15, 2013.

If you are not presently a member and 
wish to join our association, contact 
info@logbuilders.net or visit our website 
at www.bclogandtimberbuilders.com for a 
membership application.
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2013 Membership Renewal
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Defying Traditional Building Rules 

The new Earth Systems Sciences Building at UBC features this amazing stair system constructed by Nicola Log Works. 
Creative engineering using wood, steel mesh and epoxy creates a rule bending set of stairs rising 60 feet appearing to 
defy gravity.

Rendering of the stair... 

Survey site conditions 

Straighten W207 

Drill for sprinkler 

Lessons learned:
1. have one fabrication shop manufacture mating 

elements 
2. Review welding specification before installing. (we 

have an access issue in 2 spots) 

4” wide flange and Rampa hold-down was key to 
accurate steel install 

Stair Install UBC ESSB 2011 
- What I learned at UBC -

By John Boys

Preparation... 

Install Steel Headers...



Defying Traditional Building Rules - continued 
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Know your weights and dimensions at the planning stage 

Stair 1... 

Perfect fit - a good start 

Lesson learned:
Prepare for epoxy leak- 
it will happen. 

Stair 1 glue-up surprised us when 
the steel floated out of the epoxy 
lifting a 4x4 laid over top. 20 ton 
jack held those suckers down- also 
straightened a slight crown in the 
landing. 

Stair 1 and 2- Manual Install...

Glue-up 1 and 2...
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Defying Traditional Building Rules - continued 

Stair 2... 

Lessons learned: 
1. Good weather a must 
2. Do not leave a glue-up unattended during initial set. 
3. Do not get in a rush with epoxy. 
4. Epoxy will leak- plan 

Glue up did not go well. A sudden rain shower caused me to panic and 
cover up the landing and go for lunch. 30 minutes later the epoxy had 
leaked into the W207 combined with my tension straps managed to lift the 
lower landing 3-4mm! Not pretty but we will clean it up. 
Severely Bruised ego. 

Drill glue access holes 

Stair 3A Preparation... 

Weld clearance Corners hung up on excess glue in back 
of slot. Grind off 5mm corner 

Stair 3A maiden flight...

3-4mm lift  



Defying Traditional Building Rules - continued 
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The landing...

We have touchdown! 

Lessons Learned: 
You can never have too 

much rigging. 

Fit & Glue up...

Lessons learned: 
1.Allow 3-4mm clearance on all internal surfaces. This will give a better    
  chance of tight exterior mitres. As soon as the steel plates hit the back of 
  the slot we can no longer adjust fits. Epoxy will fill. 
2. Pumping glue into bottom of slot is key to avoiding trapped air. 



Defying Traditional Building Rules - continued 

Log Wall Testing

Stringers complete... 

Need to get the roof on, 
steel welded, concrete 
poured and then tear-out 
shoring 
Volunteers to help tear-out 
shoring? 
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On December 15th and 16th, two members of our association (Moore Log 
and Timber Homes and Nicola Logworks) will be testing log wall sections in a 
laboratory to help our industry meet performance and code compliance for log 
and timber homes. The overall goal for this work is to address the building code 
related impediments to log and timber home construction.

The information gathered will provide basic performance characteristics for typical 
wall assemblies that are being constructed today by various log home builders. 
The results will be used to address aspects of the building code related to water 
penetration control and air leakage control. It may also identify performance 
issues that need to be addressed through changes in assembly construction or 
detailing.

RDH Building Engineering Ltd. has been retained to provide consulting services 
for the testing. 

Members please check your company listing 
on the new Website, 

www.bclogandtimberbuilders.com 
 Contact us if there are any errors that need 

corrected at info@logbuilders.net

Company Listing



Michael Stone, a highly-successful contractor, lecturer, author and construction consultant, is one of the presenters at the 
BC LTBIA 16th Annual Conference being held February 1,2, and 3, 2013.  Michael will be explaining 
the differences between markup and margin, and how to use both to calculate the correct 
sales price for your company. He explains, in simple layman’s language, why the price of most 
construction projects must be based on the cost of the project, when almost every other business 
can set their prices based on the market. You need to be profitable, not competitive.

Whether you are a seasoned builder or in the early stages of your building business development, 
you don’t want to miss this presentation where Michael will be sharing his knowledge and 
experience – passing you the keys to a profitable business. The principles he will outline in this 
presentation pertain to all construction-related businesses. 

As an added service to BC LTBIA members attending the conference, Michael Stone is offering a 

complimentary analysis of your business P & L statement and has offered to spend confidential 
one on one time with members who wish to take advantage of his expertise throughout the 
conference.  To request a private consultation with Michael contact the BC LTBIA at info@logbuilders.net in advance of the 
conference and bring a recent P & L statement for your confidential consultation.

Introducing Michael Stone
Michael is a graduate of Eastern Oregon University, with a degree in Business & Construction 

Management and Computer Science. His expertise lies in business management solutions and 
computer software programs for the residential construction industry.
 Starting as a “gopher” in his father’s construction company in the early 50′s, Michael wired 
his first home in 1957 and installed his first forced air heating system in 1959. He carried a 
plumbing license for 14 years and worked in a variety of other building trades Michael has 
taken more than 3700 remodeling sales calls and sold or worked on over 1500 homes and 
commercial buildings. He was the National Association of Home Builders National Remodeler 
of the Month in February, 1983. Michael does fee arbitration, expert witness and neutral 
evaluations on construction related issues through the U.S.,
Meet Michael Stone at the BC LTBIA 16th Annual Conference and AGM, February 1,2, and 3, 
2013 at the Quaaout Lodge, Chase, BC.
To learn more about Michael, his services and expertise, visit his website 
http://www.markupandprofit.com 

Markup and Profit 

Photo courtesy of Daizen JoineryPg. 12



The Impact of Future Mandated Energy Efficiency Requirements on the Canadian Log 
Building Industry - Written by Dalibor Houdek
In Canada, there are two methods that can be followed to ensure a log home meets mandated 

(national or provincial building codes) energy efficiency requirements: a prescriptive method and a 
performance based method. The prescriptive method clearly sets out minimum standards for each 
component and they must be met. No measurements or modeling is required which in turn makes it 
easy to follow. The performance  method has thermal performance minimums and how these are to 

be met are up to each builder – a full selection of building products and practices can be used as long as they can meet 
the performance requirement. Proving compliance requires computer modeling and/or other calculations and testing to 
be performed. 

The EnerGuide Rating System (ERS) is the performance modeling tool used in Canada for determining energy efficiency 
and Hot2000 is the software used to calculate estimated energy consumption for a home. This consumption is compared 
to a benchmark consumption value and an ERS rating, ranging between 0 and 100 is given to a home. The 2012 National 
Building Code of Canada (NBCC), which many of the provincial building codes are based upon, proposes that a new 
home must achieve a minimum ERS 80. Achieving such a rating can be accomplished by ensuring a home has adequate 
insulation in the walls and attic, energy sufficient windows, exterior doors and that the house is well sealed to retain 
heat. As well, a house should incorporate energy efficient mechanical services 
and appliances such a high efficiency space heating, hot water heater and heat 
recovery ventilator.  

ERS is capable to quantify energy saving effect of high efficiency mechanical 

systems and renewable energy systems (photovoltaic, ground source heat pump, 
etc.). However, provinces may set minimum requirements for performance of 
building envelope. For example, British Columbia requires that a house achieves 
ERS 80 by the features incorporated in the building envelop alone. Similarly, the 
U.S. Department of Energy requirements as outlined in their 2012 International 
Energy Conservation Code (IECC) also does not allow mechanical and renewable 
trade-offs. 

From a log home perspective, the impact of not permitting trade-offs is significant. Log walls, as part of the building 
envelope, have difficulty meeting the minimum prescriptive requirements for R-value. In the energy calculation their 
lower R-value creates an energy deficit that needs to be compensated by other parts of the building envelope in order to 
achieving an ERS 80. Using thicker logs and/or logs of a less dense wood species (Cedar versus Douglas-fir for instance) 
will improve the energy performance ratings. However, extra insulation in the attic, foundation, use of triple glazed 
windows and heat recover ventilation may be necessary to achieve compliance with the new energy requirements. 
In a recent study, we examined a 2440 sq. ft. two storey handcrafted log home built in Alberta in 2012. Squared 7”x12” 
spruce log walls with dovetail corners were used for the construction of main floor.  The home was equipped with 
many high efficiency features including ground source heat pump, triple pane double low-e windows and 12” Insulated 
Concrete Foundations and R50 insulation in the attic. While all building components used in this actual log home met or 
exceeded the prescriptive requirements of both Canadian and US codes, the 7” log wall did not. More importantly, if the 
house was assessed on the performance of the building envelope alone, it would not achieve ERS80. However, this house 
was well sealed using gaskets and chinking and in the blower door test achieved remarkable 1.8 ACH50. It is nearly 1/3 
of a typical field tested log home value.

The energy consumption requirement of housing is continually being ratcheted down in both Canada and the U.S. In the 
US, it is expected that the 2015 IECC energy consumption requirement will be 50% less than the same requirement set 
in the 2006 IECC. Log home industry must continue to improve the performance of log homes by making them more 
air tight using gaskets and paying attention to all connections between logs and other assemblies. This is particularly 
important as the future editions of building code will likely increase performance requirements related to air infiltration 
and prescribe blower door testing as a mandatory requirement. 

Working with the energy auditors from the start of the building process is the best way to determine the optimal choices 
for the building envelope and the mechanical systems. Conduction a blower door test early after lock up will detect areas 
of potential air infiltration and provide effective means of addressing them before the home is completed. 
For more information on this topic, contact Dalibor Houdek (780) 413 9031, dalibor.houdek@fpinnovations.ca
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